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176 corporate real estate executives participated in CBRE’s 2017 Occupier Survey.  The results uncovered two 
common themes:1) Preparing for Uncertainty and 2) Building a Workplace Experience.

• Rightsizing:  As a result of uncertainty, 87% of respondents are disposing

                        of surplus space and/or implementing more efficient 

                        workplace design

• Labor:          83% of respondents report a “laser focus” on talent driven

                        portfolio strategies and keeping labor cost and supply top of

                        mind when selecting markets

• Amenities:     64% of respondents identify “amenities” as most important

                          to their workforce

• Flexibility:      51% anticipate utilizing a shared-workplace model at least

                          moderately in the year ahead and 86% are reinventing 

                          their workplace with employee collaboration and expense

                         savings in mind

• Wellness:      76% manage a wellness program and strive to promote a 

                         health environment 

FIGURE 1: WHAT ARE THE MOST SIGNIFICANT CHALLENGES FACING YOUR CORPORATION?
% OF RESPONDENTS THAT PLACED RESPONSE IN TOP THREE

FIGURE 2: WHAT IS MOST IMPORTANT TO YOUR LABOR FORCE?
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FIGURE 3: CURRENT VS. DESIRED AMENITIES IN WORKPLACE
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Source: CBRE Americas Occupier Survey, 2017. 

Source: CBRE Americas Occupier Survey, 2017. 

While many people are tired of hearing about  

millennials, the fact remains they are the future workforce and 

are thus becoming more influential in workplace design. A  

recent survey of 2,000 millenials in corporate America produced 

the following findings with regards to preferred amenities in the 

workplace.

Source: CBRE Live-Work-Play Survey, 2017.
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Labor challenges and the economy were cited as the two areas of greatest 

uncertainty. 

While cost reduction remains an important element of workplace strategy, 

enhancing the workplace experience and creating work-life integration is 

becoming more critical to employers.


